ECHO BARRIER H9 & H10 NOISE CONTROL SYSTEMS

Whether you are working inside a building or outside, you can now quickly and easily protect local communities, site workers, pedestrians, students and employees from the harmful effects of excessive noise.

The Echo Barrier H2 noise barrier is the most effective temporary noise control solution on the market. Scientifically developed by our team of acoustic experts, the H2 produces best-in-class sound attenuation and absorption helping you cut noise pollution by up to 99%.

All H2 Series acoustic barriers are lightweight, weatherproof, easy to install, built to last and fire resistant to BS7837:1996. Their flexibility allows you to create the ideal solution for your work site or location, whether you’re operating a construction, demolition, rail-works or public transportation site, or a live event.

FEATURES
- Sound absorbing
- Lightweight
- Weatherproof
- Fire resistant

BENEFITS
- Easy-Hook for quick mounting
- Reflective safety stripes
**Waterproof outer layer**
Extremely durable and waterproof, highest quality PVC makes our acoustic barrier easy to clean and professional looking.

**Acoustic absorbent**
Top grade lightweight acoustic absorbent made from recycled material prevents sound from reflecting off the barrier.

**Waterproof breathable membrane**
Allows sound to be absorbed but keeps water out.

**Durable reinforced mesh**
Extends product life to retain acoustic performance in harsh working environments.
DESIGNED TO BE EASY
FENCE MOUNT

Easy Hook
Install in seconds without the need for permanent fixings

Reflective Strips
For extra visibility at night

Interactive Links
Get information and advice quickly

Key Information
For safety and long product life

Product Features
Secure Linking
Join barriers together and to the fence
ATTACHMENT ACCESSORIES FOR RAPID INSTALLATION

Hooks
Our robust hooks have been designed to securely attach Echo Barrier products to most temporary fencing systems for smaller diameter fencing, simply reverse the hook. When additional noise control is needed, our barriers are designed to be double layered on the same hooks.

Fitting Kit
Echo Barrier supplies the only purpose-designed acoustic barrier fitting kit on the market. Available for fencing or scaffolding, each kit contains two elastic ties and a hook: the corner of one barrier hangs on the hook of its adjoining barrier. You only need one kit per barrier.

Vertical Fitting Kit
Our vertical fitting kits allow you to hang barrier-from-barrier securely to create a vertical screen. Perfect for addressing challenges on more unusual—and difficult—projects.

Elastic Ties
Our specially designed elastic ties help you rapidly secure our barriers in place, making sure there’s no acoustic leakage.

Anti-theft Cable
Simply weave our vinyl-covered multi-strand cable through the eyes of each barrier and the fencing, and secure with a padlock through each looped end.

Double Palm Safety Glove
Heavy-duty, reinforced gloves with extra palm and index finger fortification protect workers’ hands while handling and installing our barriers.

ENDOTO CORP
43 Franklin St East Hartford CT 06108
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ECHO BARRIER H2 NOISE CONTROL SYSTEM

Echo Barrier enclosures provide temporary noise control for a wide range of generators, compressors and workstations. Echo barrier enclosures are lightweight, waterproof, easily assembled in a few minutes and portable enough to move with the job. They provide temporary noise control in sensitive sites, screening generators, compressors or HVAC equipment. As a workstation they provide a safe working environment to allow the siting of cutting stations or other noise sources close to work areas.

- Lightweight
- Weatherproof
- Fire Resistant

INDIVIDUAL
FOLD FOR STORAGE
H2O ENCLOSURE
DEMOITION - CONSTRUCTION
CUTTING STATION